AXS TV Canada Schedule for Mon. June 11, 2018 to Sun. June 17, 2018
Monday June 11, 2018
8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Neil Young - Music legend Neil Young sits down for a rare and candid interview about his career,
his music and his environmental activism.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Blondie
Powered by original members Debbie Harry and Chris Stein, this unforgettable special gives
viewers a front row seat as the multi-platinum pop culture trendsetters blaze through a careerspanning set list packed with classic hits and modern favorites.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Edward Norton - Academy Award winner Edward Norton’s life is much more than Hollywood.
Dan Rather talks with Norton about his many philanthropic pursuits.

6:20 PM ET / 3:20 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents Nothing But Trailers.
See the best trailers, old and new, in AXS TV’s collection.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Blondie
Powered by original members Debbie Harry and Chris Stein, this unforgettable special gives
viewers a front row seat as the multi-platinum pop culture trendsetters blaze through a careerspanning set list packed with classic hits and modern favorites.

6:30 PM ET / 3:30 PM PT
Poison - Live, Raw & Uncut
See Poison live before a rowdy crowd. The multi-platinum glam-rockers performing on their
Poison’d tour play all their beloved hits, including: “Nothin’ but a Good Time,”“Look What the Cat
Dragged In,” and Billboard Magazine’s Hot Number One hit “Every Rose Has Its Thorn.”

11:20 AM ET / 8:20 AM PT
Billy Idol In Super Overdrive Live
Rock icon Billy Idol takes the packed theater by storm with his high-energy and classic hits like
“Dancing With Myself” and “White Wedding”.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! Watch some of the best trailers, old and
new, during this special presentation.

12:20 PM ET / 9:20 AM PT
Cyndi Lauper
Punk princess Cyndi Lauper performs “Walk On By” and fun flashbacks like “Time After Time”,
“True Colors” and “Girls Just Want To Have Fun”.
1:20 PM ET / 10:20 AM PT
The Monkees - Live From The Bomb Factory
Since branching out from the network series in the 1960s, the band has sold more than 75 million records worldwide. Don’t miss this pop-rock sensation playing live from the Bomb Factory
in Dallas as they continue their 50th anniversary tour.
1:50 PM ET / 10:50 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents Nothing But Trailers.
See the best trailers, old and new, in AXS TV’s collection.
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Classic Albums
Simply Red: Stars - Stars was released in 1991 and is regarded as the classic Simply Red album,
with outstanding hit tracks including “Something Got Me Started”, “Your Mirror”, “For Your
Babies,” and the title track, “Stars.” This program takes a look at the classic songs from the album
and also includes specially recorded tracks, archive footage and promotional clips.
3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
The Big Interview
Tanya Tucker - She began singing in Las Vegas and had her first hit when she was just 13 years
old. The life and turbulent times of country music sensation Tanya Tucker.
4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
Jerry Lee Lewis - Jerry Lee Lewis is a piano-playing rock ‘n roll pioneer famous for his high energy
stage presence and controversial life.
4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Lynyrd Skynyrd - Lynyrd Skynyrd rose to prominence in 1973 full of regional pride and stressing
cocky, boisterous hard rock. Their signature song, “Freebird,” complete with its fiery five-minute,
three-guitar solo, is easily the most requested live song in existence. When the band broke up in
1977, after Ronnie Van Zant, Steve Gaines and Cassie Gaines died in a plane crash, rock suffered
a tremendous loss.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Kylie - Kiss Me Once
Kylie celebrates her 27-year career to a sold out audience at Glasgow’s Hyrdo Arena. With seven
costume changes, breathtaking visuals, and light show, Kylie does not disappoint. Performances
include “Into The Blue”, “I Should Be So Lucky”, and many more.
10:40 PM ET / 7:40 PM PT
Cyndi Lauper
Punk princess Cyndi Lauper performs “Walk On By” and fun flashbacks like “Time After Time”,
“True Colors” and “Girls Just Want To Have Fun”.
11:40 PM ET / 8:40 PM PT
Live From Red Rocks: Cheap Trick
Join this Rock and Roll Hall of Fame band for a legendary performance from Red Rocks Amphitheatre.
12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Bret Michaels - Live From The Bomb Factory
Singer, songwriter, and actor Bret Michaels takes the stage from the Bomb Factory in Dallas.
Bret became a rock icon as the frontman of Poison, one of the biggest hair metal bands of the
1980’s.
1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Poison - Live, Raw & Uncut
See Poison live before a rowdy crowd. The multi-platinum glam-rockers performing on their
Poison’d tour play all their beloved hits, including: “Nothin’ but a Good Time,”“Look What the Cat
Dragged In,” and Billboard Magazine’s Hot Number One hit “Every Rose Has Its Thorn.”
3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Billy Idol In Super Overdrive Live
Rock icon Billy Idol takes the packed theater by storm with his high-energy and classic hits like
“Dancing With Myself” and “White Wedding”.
4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...
The Wakarusa Music Festival - An amazing music and camping experience in Arkansas.
4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Get Out!
Puerto de Cozumel, Mexico - Sally and Lana party it up port side, while Amy Lynn and Cherie take
the ferry to experience a new age sweat lodge on Cozumel.
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5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
New Japan Pro Wrestling
King of Pro-Wrestling 3 - Kazuchika Okada defends the IWGP Heavyweight Championship
against EVIL.

Tuesday June 12, 2018
8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Shania Twain - Dan Rather sits down with Shania Twain, the best-selling female country music
artist of all time, to discuss her brand new #1 album, released 15 years after a battle with Lyme
disease nearly took away her ability to sing.
9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Charlie Daniels - Dan Rather goes to Nashville for a one-on-one conversation with country music
legend Charlie Daniels.
10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Kylie - Kiss Me Once
Kylie celebrates her 27-year career to a sold out audience at Glasgow’s Hyrdo Arena. With seven
costume changes, breathtaking visuals, and light show, Kylie does not disappoint. Performances
include “Into The Blue”, “I Should Be So Lucky”, and many more.
11:40 AM ET / 8:40 AM PT
Trace Adkins
Long time country star Trace Adkins hits the stage to perform new and past favorites like
“Chrome” and “Every Light In The House Is On”.
12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Toby Keith: 35 MPH Town
In this electrifying performance taped in front of a live audience of some of his biggest fans,
Keith performs a variety of popular hits spanning his storied career, as well as selections from
his latest soon-to-be released album, 35 MPH Town.
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Classic Albums
Motörhead: Ace of Spades - The program is illustrated with archive footage and interviews with
some of the biggest names in rock, including Lars Ulrich of Metallica, and Slash, and looks at
the classic tracks from the album through interviews with all band members from their classic
line up.
3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
The Big Interview
Big & Rich - Country music’s dynamic duo invite Dan to a party at John Rich’s Nashville home as
they celebrate new hits.
4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
Ramones - A group of “brothers” from Forest Hills, Queens, the Ramones helped invent punk
rock by mastering a simple but extremely effective sound - a combination of speedy grooves,
sing-along tunes and deadpan lyrics that achieved a kind of boneheaded genius. The sound
influenced thousands of bands and proved so durable that the Ramones more or less stuck to it
for their entire career.
4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Blood, Sweat & Tears - Blood, Sweat & Tears (BS&T) is a Grammy-winning contemporary jazz
and rock group from New York City. Although they took a hiatus from 1981-1984, they have
otherwise been active since their founding in 1967. BS&T has changed members numerous
times over the years, but has still issued over two dozen live, studio, and compilation albums.
5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
Johnny Cash - A documentary that sweeps you along with the flow of musical genius that is
Johnny Cash. From his family’s poverty in the Great Depression to touring with Elvis and becoming a legend in his own right. We see his reinvention for a whole new generation with Rick
Rubin and how ‘Hurt’ became the epitaph to his amazing life and career.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Trace Adkins
Long time country star Trace Adkins hits the stage to perform new and past favorites like
“Chrome” and “Every Light In The House Is On”.
6:20 PM ET / 3:20 PM PT
Toby Keith: 35 MPH Town
In this electrifying performance taped in front of a live audience of some of his biggest fans,
Keith performs a variety of popular hits spanning his storied career, as well as selections from
his latest soon-to-be released album, 35 MPH Town.
7:50 PM ET / 4:50 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents Nothing But Trailers.
See the best trailers, old and new, in AXS TV’s collection.
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Classic Albums
Deep Purple: Machine Head - A musical biography telling the incredible story of the making of
the Deep Purple album Machine Head. In exclusive interviews with Ritchie Blackmore, Ian Gillan,
Roger Glover, Jon Lord and Ian Paice we take a track by track look at the making of the album.
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
The Big Interview
Billy Ray Cyrus - Billy Ray Cyrus opens up about the highs and lows of his career, from living in his
car to performing at the Grammys to watching the careers of daughters Noah Cyrus and Miley
Cyrus take off.
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Les Paul: Chasing Sound
Guitar wizard, inventor, architect of rock ‘n’ roll...the legendary Les Paul tells his own rags-toriches story in this feature-length documentary. Follow the life and times of this irrepressible
superstar. Features a wall-to-wall soundtrack of greatest hits and includes interviews with B.B.
King, Bonnie Raitt, Jeff Beck, Steve Miller, and many more.
11:45 PM ET / 8:45 PM PT
The Big Interview
Billy Ray Cyrus - Billy Ray Cyrus opens up about the highs and lows of his career, from living in his
car to performing at the Grammys to watching the careers of daughters Noah Cyrus and Miley
Cyrus take off.
12:45 AM ET / 9:45 PM PT
Les Paul: Chasing Sound
Guitar wizard, inventor, architect of rock ‘n’ roll...the legendary Les Paul tells his own rags-toriches story in this feature-length documentary. Follow the life and times of this irrepressible
superstar. Features a wall-to-wall soundtrack of greatest hits and includes interviews with B.B.
King, Bonnie Raitt, Jeff Beck, Steve Miller, and many more.
2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Jimi Hendrix - Hailed by Rolling Stone as the greatest guitarist of all time, Jimi Hendrix was also
one of the biggest cultural figures of the Sixties, a psychedelic voodoo child. Leading music
critics cast fresh light on the career of Jimi Hendrix.
3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
REO Speedwagon
Catch REO Speedwagon as they perform classic after classic, including “Keep On Loving You,”
“Take It On The Run,”“Roll With The Changes,”“Can’t Fight This Feeling,”“Ridin’ The Storm Out”
and many more.
4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...
The 10th AMP TV Gold Awards Part One - Honoring excellence in the field of boozing and good
times. Categories include: Best Motorboating, Best Microphone Action Scene, Best Drunk Dancing.
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4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Get Out!
Cozumel, Mexico - Lana and Brooke decide to get their drink on and participate in a Cozumel pub
crawl to remember.
5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
New Japan Pro Wrestling
Wrestle Kingdom 12 Part 5 - Kazuchika Okada defends the IWGP Heavyweight Championship
against Tetsuya Naito in the main event of Wrestle Kingdom 12 in the Tokyo Dome.

Wednesday June 13, 2018
8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
John Fogerty - He wrote “Proud Mary”, “Bad Moon Rising” and “Have You Ever Seen The Rain”.
Rock Legend John Fogerty of Creedence Clearwater Revival looks back on his illustrious career.
9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Meat Loaf - The multi-talented artist talks about his music, his passion, acting and he shows off
his extensive collection of sports memorabilia.
10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Bruce Springsteen And The E Street Band: Live In Barcelona
Recorded in 2002, touring behind the timeless album The Rising, Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band performed to a crowd best described as “deliriously insane,” capturing the E Street
Band with Clarence Clemons and with the addition of Soozie Tyrell. Live in Barcelona marked
the first time that a complete Springsteen show was released on either audio or video, and this
legendary concert has never been seen in its entirety on broadcast television.
1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Queen: Hungarian Rhapsody - Live in Budapest
On July 27, 1986, Queen performed the largest ever stadium concert at the Nepstadium in
Budapest to a crowd of 80,000 ecstatic fans. Performed hits included are “Bohemian Rhapsody,”
“We Are The Champions,”“Crazy Little Thing Called Love,” and “I Want To Break Free.”
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Classic Albums
Judas Priest: British Steel - The welding of British Steel is told in the band’s own words, and by
their once long-term producer Tom Allom. Featuring archive footage, interviews and rare live
performances, plus all of British Steel’s finest songs, this is a compelling, witty and exhilarating
look of the making of one of heavy metal’s most artful creations, a Classic Album.
3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
The Big Interview
Sammy Hagar - The Red Rocker has a life of fame and fortune outside of music. Plus, his life and
times with Van Halen.
4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
The Band - With its rock-ribbed, austerely precise arrangements and a catalogue of songs that
linked American folklore to primal myths, the Band - four Canadians and a Southerner - made
music that was both earthy and mystical.
4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
The Byrds - The Byrds pioneered folk-rock, combining traditional acoustic music with early
Sixties pop. The group’s signature sunny melodies, lush harmonies, and ringing 12-string guitars
- as well as their eventual exploration of psychedelic rock - made for some of the decade’s best
singles. The band continued to do strong work (including foray into country), establishing a
sonic model for many of the Seventies biggest rock bands, including the Eagles, Tom Petty, and
the latter-day Fleetwood Mac.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
KC And The Sunshine Band - Live From The Bomb Factory
It’s gettin’ funky on AXS TV because KC & the Sunshine Band are performing live in this week’s
Summer Concert Series. Since being founded in 1973 the disco funk band has won 3 Grammy
awards and have sold over 100 million records worldwide. Get ready to “Shake Your Booty” on
this week’s live concert event!
6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
Macy Gray
The unique and talented Macy Gray hits the stage to perform her funky, soul-fueled hits like
“Ghetto Love” and “Shoo Be Doo”.
7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! Watch some of the best trailers, old and
new, during this special presentation.
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
The Big Interview
Billy Ray Cyrus - Billy Ray Cyrus opens up about the highs and lows of his career, from living in his
car to performing at the Grammys to watching the careers of daughters Noah Cyrus and Miley
Cyrus take off.
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Classic Albums
Primal Scream: Screamadelica - There’s no overestimating the importance of Screamadelica, the
record that brought acid house, techno, and rave culture crashing into the British mainstream.
Like any dance music, this is tied to its era to a certain extent, but it transcends it due to its fierce
imagination and how it doubles back on rock history, making the past present and vice versa.
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Santana Live at the 1982 US Festival
The never before seen footage and official release of Carlos Santana’s legendary performance at
the 1982 US Festival documents one of the signature moments of his illustrious career, featuring
major hits “Black Magic Women,”“Oye Como Va,”“Hold On,”“She’s Not There,” and more. Santana
showed once again why his guitar virtuosity, Latin rock flavorings and signature tone cannot be
duplicated. Santana also performs “Incident at Neshabur” with special guest Herbie Hancock.
11:15 PM ET / 8:15 PM PT
Classic Albums
Primal Scream: Screamadelica - There’s no overestimating the importance of Screamadelica, the
record that brought acid house, techno, and rave culture crashing into the British mainstream.
Like any dance music, this is tied to its era to a certain extent, but it transcends it due to its fierce
imagination and how it doubles back on rock history, making the past present and vice versa.
12:15 AM ET / 9:15 PM PT
Santana Live at the 1982 US Festival
The never before seen footage and official release of Carlos Santana’s legendary performance at
the 1982 US Festival documents one of the signature moments of his illustrious career, featuring
major hits “Black Magic Women,”“Oye Como Va,”“Hold On,”“She’s Not There,” and more. Santana
showed once again why his guitar virtuosity, Latin rock flavorings and signature tone cannot be
duplicated. Santana also performs “Incident at Neshabur” with special guest Herbie Hancock.
1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Santana IV
Captured on stage together for the first time since 1973, this energy-packed show features
classic Santana songs from the first four albums, including “Black Magic Woman,”“Oye Como Va,”
“Evil Ways,”“Soul Sacrifice,” and many more.
2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Santana - Leading music critics tell the story of Santana, the San Francisco-based Latin rock
band that exploded onto the music scene with their breakthrough performance at 1969’s
Woodstock music festival.
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3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Santana IV
Captured on stage together for the first time since 1973, this energy-packed show features
classic Santana songs from the first four albums, including “Black Magic Woman,”“Oye Como Va,”
“Evil Ways,”“Soul Sacrifice,” and many more.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
The Kinks - The Kinks were a key part of the 1960s British Invasion, and their early hits - especially “You Really Got Me” and “All Day and All of the Night” - paved the way for the next decade’s
hard rock.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...
The 10th AMP TV Gold Awards Part Two - Honoring excellence in the field of boozing and good
times. Categories include: Best Musical Performance, Best Use of Profanity, Best Drunk Male and
Female.

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Yardbirds - The Yardbirds may not have been as famous as their British Invasion contemporaries
the Beatles, the Rolling Stones and the Who, but the pioneering blues-based combo introduced
three of the most famous and influential guitarists of the rock era: Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck and
Jimmy Page. Their innovations - a revved-up instrumental attack, controlled use of feedback,
distortion and fuzz paved the way for psychedelic rock, progressive rock, heavy metal, Southern
boogie and even punk.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Get Out!
Tulsayab, Mexico - Amy Lynn and Cherie take a ride down to Hidden Worlds to explore underground cenotes and an adventurous zip line.
5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
New Japan Pro Wrestling
The New Beginning in Osaka 2018 Part 2 - Kazuchika Okada defends the IWGP Heavyweight
Championship against SANADA at the Osaka Prefectural Gymnasium.

Thursday June 14, 2018
8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Bryan Adams - The rock star and singing legend won’t slow down until he sits down with Dan in
a rare one on one interview.
9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Ice Cube - One of the pioneers of gangster rap, Ice Cube is among the most prolific lyricists of
all time. He’s not only regarded as one of rap’s greatest recording artists, he is also one of Hollywood’s most successful and sought after actors and filmmakers.
10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Peter Wolf
Peter Wolf’s delivery is high velocity all the way with songs including: “Growin’ Pain,”“Long Way
Back Again,”“Nothing But The Wheel,”“Long Line,”“Homework,”“Believe in Me,”“Sleepless,”“Cry
One More Time,”“All Torn Up” and “Waiting on The Moon.”
11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Van Morrison - Live at the San Francisco Jazz Center
Debuting a new collaboration, Van Morrison performs alongside an ensemble led by jazz organ
maestro Joey DeFrancesco for this exclusive performance of jazz and blues standards plus songs
from the Van Morrison songbook.
12:45 PM ET / 9:45 AM PT
Billy Currington and Nickel Creek
Country singer Billy Currington croons for the audience with hits from his album Doin’ Somethin’
Right. Nickel Creek joins the stage to play “Smoothie Song” and “I Should’ve Known Better”.
1:55 PM ET / 10:55 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents Nothing But Trailers.
See the best trailers, old and new, in AXS TV’s collection.
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Classic Albums
Deep Purple: Machine Head - A musical biography telling the incredible story of the making of
the Deep Purple album Machine Head. In exclusive interviews with Ritchie Blackmore, Ian Gillan,
Roger Glover, Jon Lord and Ian Paice we take a track by track look at the making of the album.
3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
The Big Interview
Phil Collins - Legendary singer-songwriter Phil Collins sits down with Dan Rather to talk about
his anticipated return to the music scene, his record breaking success and a possible future
partnership with Adele.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Van Morrison - Live at the San Francisco Jazz Center
Debuting a new collaboration, Van Morrison performs alongside an ensemble led by jazz organ
maestro Joey DeFrancesco for this exclusive performance of jazz and blues standards plus songs
from the Van Morrison songbook.
6:45 PM ET / 3:45 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents Nothing But Trailers.
See the best trailers, old and new, in AXS TV’s collection.
7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
Santana - Leading music critics tell the story of Santana, the San Francisco-based Latin rock
band that exploded onto the music scene with their breakthrough performance at 1969’s
Woodstock music festival.
7:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Chuck Berry - Chuck Berry was one of the most influential rock ‘n’ roll performers in music history. He’s known for songs including “Maybellene” and “Johnny B. Goode.”
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Rock & Roll Road Trip With Sammy Hagar
Look What the Cat Dragged In - Sammy Hagar’s Rock and Roll Road Trip makes a stop in Scottsdale, Arizona, where he meets up with Poison frontman Bret Michaels. The two iconic rockers
sit down for a Mad Max style performance of “Your Mama Don’t Dance” and tour Bret’s unique
Arizona home.
8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Real Money
Peace Out - Feeling weighed down by her life as both a wife and “mom-ager,” Laurie takes a
well-deserved personal day, hours before a big show in Santa Clarita-heading out on a hike
with her friend. When the pair gets lost, Eddie is left scrambling to get everything ready for the
gig. At a stressful sound check, Dez is in a panic when Jesse forgets the lyrics to his new song.
And Eddie takes the stage with his talented offspring to deliver a killer set in front of a packed
house... stealing some of the venue’s toilet paper in the process.
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Mötley Crüe - The End
Relive the epic Motley Crüe live show one last time for their blow-out final performance, featuring hits like “Kickstart My Heart”, “Girls Girls Girls”, and “Dr. Feelgood”. Known for their over-thetop live productions, they made sure this is a performance the viewer will not soon forget!
11:25 PM ET / 8:25 PM PT
Mötley Crüe - The End
Relive the epic Motley Crüe live show one last time for their blow-out final performance, featuring hits like “Kickstart My Heart”, “Girls Girls Girls”, and “Dr. Feelgood”. Known for their over-thetop live productions, they made sure this is a performance the viewer will not soon forget!
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1:20 AM ET / 10:20 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents Nothing But Trailers.
See the best trailers, old and new, in AXS TV’s collection.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
The Big Interview
David Hasselhoff - The Guinness Book of World Records maintains he’s the most watched person
in the history of television. A conversation with the tireless David Hasselhoff.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Best of 2016: Carolina Rebellion
Coming straight to you from the Rock City Campgrounds in Charlotte, NC, get ready to rock hard
to the best performances from 2016, including artists like Disturbed, Lynyrd Skynyrd, 3 Doors
Down, Alice Cooper, and many more!

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
Eric Clapton - Rock Legends Eric Clapton tells the story of one of Britain’s enduring rock stars,
featuring insights from music critics and showcasing classic music videos.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Guitar Legends for Heroes
The all-star concert honoring military veterans, filmed in New York City, hosted by Trace Adkins,
with special performances by Richie Sambora (Bon Jovi), Dave Navarro (Jane’s Addiction), Billy
Gibbons (ZZ Top), Nancy Wilson (Heart), Sam Moore (Sam and Dave), Orianthi, Lindsey Ell, and
Robert Randolph (and The Family Band).
4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...
The Running Of The Bulls USA - Thousands of runners frantically try to avoid female “bulls” wearing roller skates and sexy clothing.
4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Get Out!
Albatros, Cancun - The Get Out! girls check into an ultra-chic villa, grab a massage, and hit the
Cancun club scene.
5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
New Japan Pro Wrestling
Sakura Genesis 2018 Part 3 - New Japan Cup 2018 winner Zack Sabre Jr. challenges Kazuchika
Okada for the IWGP Heavyweight Championship. If Okada wins, he will tie Hiroshi Tanahashi’s
record for most defenses within a single title reign.

Friday June 15, 2018
8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Peter Frampton - Classic Rock legend Peter Frampton describes the ups and downs of his career
and sings one of the hits that made him an icon.
9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Billy Gibbons - The legendary frontman for ZZ Top, Billy Gibbons joins Dan for a look back at the
band’s more than 40 years together.
10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Peter Frampton Raw: An Acoustic Show
Rock legend Peter Frampton performs on stage in California on his first-ever “completely
acoustic tour”. Frampton takes us on a musical journey through his catalogue of over 40 years in
this intimate concert. Joined on stage by writing partner Gordon Kennedy, songs like “Show Me
The Way”, “Lines On My Face” and “Do You Feel Like I Do” are musically stripped down like you’ve
never heard before.
11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Dear Jerry - Celebrating the Music of Jerry Garcia
Filmed on May 14, 2015, at the Merriweather Post Pavilion in Maryland, this concert features
performances by Phil Lesh, Bob Weir, Mickey Hart, Bill Kreutzmann’s Billy & The Kids, Allen Toussaint, Buddy Miller, David Grisman, Eric Church, Grace Potter, Jimmy Cliff, Jorma Kaukonen, Los
Lobos, Moe., O.A.R., Peter Frampton, The Disco Biscuits, Trampled By Turtles, Widespread Panic,
and Yonder Mountain String Band.
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Classic Albums
Primal Scream: Screamadelica - There’s no overestimating the importance of Screamadelica, the
record that brought acid house, techno, and rave culture crashing into the British mainstream.
Like any dance music, this is tied to its era to a certain extent, but it transcends it due to its fierce
imagination and how it doubles back on rock history, making the past present and vice versa.

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Pink Floyd - Pink Floyd, one of the most influential progressive rock bands, released The Dark
Side of the Moon in 1973, which became their most critically and commercially successful album.
5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Dear Jerry - Celebrating the Music of Jerry Garcia
Filmed on May 14, 2015, at the Merriweather Post Pavilion in Maryland, this concert features
performances by Phil Lesh, Bob Weir, Mickey Hart, Bill Kreutzmann’s Billy & The Kids, Allen Toussaint, Buddy Miller, David Grisman, Eric Church, Grace Potter, Jimmy Cliff, Jorma Kaukonen, Los
Lobos, Moe., O.A.R., Peter Frampton, The Disco Biscuits, Trampled By Turtles, Widespread Panic,
and Yonder Mountain String Band.
Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
New Japan Pro Wrestling
Wrestling Dontaku 2018 Part 3 - Kazuchika Okada defends the IWGP Heavyweight Championship against Hiroshi Tanahashi. If Okada wins, he will surpass Tanahashi’s record for most title
defenses in a single reign.
LIVE!
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
AXS TV Fights
CES MMA 50 - The monumental 50th MMA show for CES takes place in Providence, RI. The
Bantamweight title is on the line as Dinis Paiva takes on the Californian, Andre Ewell. Other top
prospects include Maria Rivera, Mallory Martin, Jose Lugo, and Josh Ricci.
11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
New Japan Pro Wrestling
Wrestling Dontaku 2018 Part 3 - Kazuchika Okada defends the IWGP Heavyweight Championship against Hiroshi Tanahashi. If Okada wins, he will surpass Tanahashi’s record for most title
defenses in a single reign.
12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
AXS TV Fights
CES MMA 50 - The monumental 50th MMA show for CES takes place in Providence, RI. The
Bantamweight title is on the line as Dinis Paiva takes on the Californian, Andre Ewell. Other top
prospects include Maria Rivera, Mallory Martin, Jose Lugo, and Josh Ricci.
3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Lifehouse
Best known for their single “Hanging by a Moment”, Lifehouse has been making hits for over a
decade. Tune in as the band brings their impressive resume to an intimate setting!
4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...
A Country Music Festival In The Middle Of Nowhere - Music, camping and booze makes for a huge
outdoor party.
4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Get Out!
Nichupte, Cancun - Lana has a photo shoot, and later takes the girls out on the town. Brooke
takes a crazy club slide into the lagoon.
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5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
New Japan Pro Wrestling
G1 Special in USA IWGP Heavyweight Championship - Kazuchika Okada defends the IWGP Heavyweight Championship against Cody in the main event of G1 Special in USA Night 1.

Saturday June 16, 2018
8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Travel Time with Linda
Anguilla - Show highlights include the ultra-luxe Manoah Boutique Hotel, Tainos cultural
dance, Tiger Rider Boat adventure, famous Anguillan Bankie Banx Interview, Anguilla Dolphin
Discovery, Covecastles and shopping for local treasures.
8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Europe
French Riviera - From Nice to St. Tropez, we drop in on the hot spots along the Mediterranean’s
famous Cote d’Azur. Inland, we make our own perfume in Grasse and explore a medieval hill
town. Tips include renting a car, and accommodations.
9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Dolly Parton - Queen Of Country
Dolly Parton is the most honored female country performer of all time, having won an incredible number of awards, including 8 Grammy Awards, 10 Country Music Association awards,
7 Academy of Country Music Awards, and 3 American Music Awards. She is quite simply the
reigning queen of Country Music, and this is her story.
10:05 AM ET / 7:05 AM PT
Jennifer Lopez: Let’s Get Real
With talents from acting to fashion to dancing and singing, J.Lo has conquered the Latin
American and pop music scene. From the streets of the Bronx to the red carpets of Hollywood,
she has achieved more than most would dream for. Follow the story of one of the most talented
and successful women in showbiz. The real latina diva, Jennifer Lopez.
11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT
Rock Legends
Pink Floyd - Pink Floyd, one of the most influential progressive rock bands, released The Dark
Side of the Moon in 1973, which became their most critically and commercially successful album.
12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Classic Albums
Fleetwood Mac: Rumours - Fleetwood Mac’s hugely successful “Rumours” was recorded in 1977,
selling 15 million copies across the world. This is the definitive story of the making of an album
that has truly earned its place in the pantheon of rock music history.
1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Real Money
Meet the Moneys - Chaos reigns in the Money home, where Laurie is scrambling to get everyone
in the car and off to the night’s gig while Eddie is quickly losing patience. Unable to locate
Julian, the family is forced to hit the road without their drummer. Will the show still go on?
1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Real Money
Risky Business - Eddie and Laurie head south of the border to celebrate Sammy Hagar’s birthday
at his legendary bash in Cabo San Lucas, where Eddie is scheduled to perform. Meanwhile,
things are “Shakin’” up back home, as Jesse announces that she’s wrecked her car. Racing to get
the damage taken care of before mom and dad return, she plots and schemes with her siblings
to solve the problem.
2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Real Money
In Sickness and in Health - Dismayed to find that his eating habits have put him at risk for
diabetes, Eddie takes strides to get his health back on track. That proves easier said than done,
thanks to Eddie’s love of snacks-which keep appearing in the house, despite Laurie’s best efforts.
An invitation to attend the Loudwire Awards sparks the family to whip Eddie into shape, hiring a
boxer to come spar with him and enlisting personal trainer Zach to get him in the gym.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Real Money
The Show Must Go On - The Money clan have a quick turnaround when Eddie’s agent calls about
a big show in Reno. After struggling to get the brood on the road and to the venue, Eddie and
Laurie are faced with one more challenge when Jesse disappears moments before show timeforcing the band to go onstage without her. Joe and Zach are left to hold down the homestead,
wrangling the family’s eight rowdy animals.
3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Real Money
Par for the Course - Wanting to clear his mind, Eddie hits the links with his shrink for a day of
“golf therapy.” In between frustrating fellow golfers and getting caught in sand traps, Eddie
discusses his relationship with each family member and comes to a touching realization about
Julian. Back at home, Jesse and Laurie go toe-to-toe in a fight over some mysterious boxes, and
Dez considers escaping the craziness of the Money household by moving in with his girlfriend,
Dilara.
3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
Real Money
The Sound of Money - Armed with new music for an upcoming album, Eddie returns to the
studio where he records a heartfelt song about his marriage with Laurie. Excited to share the
track with her, Eddie’s spirit is dampened when she is less than impressed. Looking to get back
into her good graces, Eddie plans a nice family dinner-featuring his famous peanut butter stew.
When nobody shows up, Eddie is left to enjoy the curious course with Buddy the dog.
4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
Real Money
The Hangover - A conflict between Zach and Julian erupts into a shouting match, and in the heat
of the moment Julian calls the police to come diffuse the situation. Hoping to ease the tension
in the house, Jesse sets up a horseback-riding excursion for the family. But, when a night of
partying leads to Jesse showing up late, a fed-up Eddie and Laurie are forced to lay down some
ground rules.
4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
Real Money
Like Father, Like Son - Dez heads into the studio with GRAMMY®-winning producer Chris LordAlge to put the finishing touches on his latest album. After playing his new song, “Wings,” Dez
gets valuable feedback from Chris and Eddie, and begins crafting a plan to promote the album
and get signed to a label. Back at home, an offended Eddie objects when he learns he’s been
passed over for jury duty.
5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Real Money
Family Matters - Inspired by Dez’s drive, Jesse begins work on some solo material of her own. The
two siblings sit down for a heart-to-heart, and Jesse plays one of her songs for him. After a wild
round of go-karting, Eddie and Laurie sit down with the founder of Pets For Vets-who asks Eddie
to become their first celebrity ambassador-and visit an inspiring veteran named Chris whose life
has been touched by the program.
5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Real Money
Peace Out - Feeling weighed down by her life as both a wife and “mom-ager,” Laurie takes a
well-deserved personal day, hours before a big show in Santa Clarita-heading out on a hike
with her friend. When the pair gets lost, Eddie is left scrambling to get everything ready for the
gig. At a stressful sound check, Dez is in a panic when Jesse forgets the lyrics to his new song.
And Eddie takes the stage with his talented offspring to deliver a killer set in front of a packed
house... stealing some of the venue’s toilet paper in the process.
6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
Real Money
Meet the Moneys - Chaos reigns in the Money home, where Laurie is scrambling to get everyone
in the car and off to the night’s gig while Eddie is quickly losing patience. Unable to locate
Julian, the family is forced to hit the road without their drummer. Will the show still go on?
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6:30 PM ET / 3:30 PM PT
Real Money
Risky Business - Eddie and Laurie head south of the border to celebrate Sammy Hagar’s birthday
at his legendary bash in Cabo San Lucas, where Eddie is scheduled to perform. Meanwhile,
things are “Shakin’” up back home, as Jesse announces that she’s wrecked her car. Racing to get
the damage taken care of before mom and dad return, she plots and schemes with her siblings
to solve the problem.
7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Real Money
In Sickness and in Health - Dismayed to find that his eating habits have put him at risk for
diabetes, Eddie takes strides to get his health back on track. That proves easier said than done,
thanks to Eddie’s love of snacks-which keep appearing in the house, despite Laurie’s best efforts.
An invitation to attend the Loudwire Awards sparks the family to whip Eddie into shape, hiring a
boxer to come spar with him and enlisting personal trainer Zach to get him in the gym.
7:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM PT
Real Money
The Show Must Go On - The Money clan have a quick turnaround when Eddie’s agent calls about
a big show in Reno. After struggling to get the brood on the road and to the venue, Eddie and
Laurie are faced with one more challenge when Jesse disappears moments before show timeforcing the band to go onstage without her. Joe and Zach are left to hold down the homestead,
wrangling the family’s eight rowdy animals.
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Real Money
Par for the Course - Wanting to clear his mind, Eddie hits the links with his shrink for a day of
“golf therapy.” In between frustrating fellow golfers and getting caught in sand traps, Eddie
discusses his relationship with each family member and comes to a touching realization about
Julian. Back at home, Jesse and Laurie go toe-to-toe in a fight over some mysterious boxes, and
Dez considers escaping the craziness of the Money household by moving in with his girlfriend,
Dilara.
8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Real Money
The Sound of Money - Armed with new music for an upcoming album, Eddie returns to the
studio where he records a heartfelt song about his marriage with Laurie. Excited to share the
track with her, Eddie’s spirit is dampened when she is less than impressed. Looking to get back
into her good graces, Eddie plans a nice family dinner-featuring his famous peanut butter stew.
When nobody shows up, Eddie is left to enjoy the curious course with Buddy the dog.
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Real Money
The Hangover - A conflict between Zach and Julian erupts into a shouting match, and in the heat
of the moment Julian calls the police to come diffuse the situation. Hoping to ease the tension
in the house, Jesse sets up a horseback-riding excursion for the family. But, when a night of
partying leads to Jesse showing up late, a fed-up Eddie and Laurie are forced to lay down some
ground rules.
9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Real Money
Like Father, Like Son - Dez heads into the studio with GRAMMY®-winning producer Chris LordAlge to put the finishing touches on his latest album. After playing his new song, “Wings,” Dez
gets valuable feedback from Chris and Eddie, and begins crafting a plan to promote the album
and get signed to a label. Back at home, an offended Eddie objects when he learns he’s been
passed over for jury duty.
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Real Money
Family Matters - Inspired by Dez’s drive, Jesse begins work on some solo material of her own. The
two siblings sit down for a heart-to-heart, and Jesse plays one of her songs for him. After a wild
round of go-karting, Eddie and Laurie sit down with the founder of Pets For Vets-who asks Eddie
to become their first celebrity ambassador-and visit an inspiring veteran named Chris whose life
has been touched by the program.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Real Money
Peace Out - Feeling weighed down by her life as both a wife and “mom-ager,” Laurie takes a
well-deserved personal day, hours before a big show in Santa Clarita-heading out on a hike
with her friend. When the pair gets lost, Eddie is left scrambling to get everything ready for the
gig. At a stressful sound check, Dez is in a panic when Jesse forgets the lyrics to his new song.
And Eddie takes the stage with his talented offspring to deliver a killer set in front of a packed
house... stealing some of the venue’s toilet paper in the process.
11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Real Money
Meet the Moneys - Chaos reigns in the Money home, where Laurie is scrambling to get everyone
in the car and off to the night’s gig while Eddie is quickly losing patience. Unable to locate
Julian, the family is forced to hit the road without their drummer. Will the show still go on?
11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Real Money
Risky Business - Eddie and Laurie head south of the border to celebrate Sammy Hagar’s birthday
at his legendary bash in Cabo San Lucas, where Eddie is scheduled to perform. Meanwhile,
things are “Shakin’” up back home, as Jesse announces that she’s wrecked her car. Racing to get
the damage taken care of before mom and dad return, she plots and schemes with her siblings
to solve the problem.
12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Real Money
In Sickness and in Health - Dismayed to find that his eating habits have put him at risk for
diabetes, Eddie takes strides to get his health back on track. That proves easier said than done,
thanks to Eddie’s love of snacks-which keep appearing in the house, despite Laurie’s best efforts.
An invitation to attend the Loudwire Awards sparks the family to whip Eddie into shape, hiring a
boxer to come spar with him and enlisting personal trainer Zach to get him in the gym.
12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Real Money
The Show Must Go On - The Money clan have a quick turnaround when Eddie’s agent calls about
a big show in Reno. After struggling to get the brood on the road and to the venue, Eddie and
Laurie are faced with one more challenge when Jesse disappears moments before show timeforcing the band to go onstage without her. Joe and Zach are left to hold down the homestead,
wrangling the family’s eight rowdy animals.
1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Real Money
Par for the Course - Wanting to clear his mind, Eddie hits the links with his shrink for a day of
“golf therapy.” In between frustrating fellow golfers and getting caught in sand traps, Eddie
discusses his relationship with each family member and comes to a touching realization about
Julian. Back at home, Jesse and Laurie go toe-to-toe in a fight over some mysterious boxes, and
Dez considers escaping the craziness of the Money household by moving in with his girlfriend,
Dilara.
1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Real Money
The Sound of Money - Armed with new music for an upcoming album, Eddie returns to the
studio where he records a heartfelt song about his marriage with Laurie. Excited to share the
track with her, Eddie’s spirit is dampened when she is less than impressed. Looking to get back
into her good graces, Eddie plans a nice family dinner-featuring his famous peanut butter stew.
When nobody shows up, Eddie is left to enjoy the curious course with Buddy the dog.
2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Real Money
The Hangover - A conflict between Zach and Julian erupts into a shouting match, and in the heat
of the moment Julian calls the police to come diffuse the situation. Hoping to ease the tension
in the house, Jesse sets up a horseback-riding excursion for the family. But, when a night of
partying leads to Jesse showing up late, a fed-up Eddie and Laurie are forced to lay down some
ground rules.
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2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Real Money
Like Father, Like Son - Dez heads into the studio with GRAMMY®-winning producer Chris LordAlge to put the finishing touches on his latest album. After playing his new song, “Wings,” Dez
gets valuable feedback from Chris and Eddie, and begins crafting a plan to promote the album
and get signed to a label. Back at home, an offended Eddie objects when he learns he’s been
passed over for jury duty.
3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Real Money
Family Matters - Inspired by Dez’s drive, Jesse begins work on some solo material of her own. The
two siblings sit down for a heart-to-heart, and Jesse plays one of her songs for him. After a wild
round of go-karting, Eddie and Laurie sit down with the founder of Pets For Vets-who asks Eddie
to become their first celebrity ambassador-and visit an inspiring veteran named Chris whose life
has been touched by the program.
3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Real Money
Peace Out - Feeling weighed down by her life as both a wife and “mom-ager,” Laurie takes a
well-deserved personal day, hours before a big show in Santa Clarita-heading out on a hike
with her friend. When the pair gets lost, Eddie is left scrambling to get everything ready for the
gig. At a stressful sound check, Dez is in a panic when Jesse forgets the lyrics to his new song.
And Eddie takes the stage with his talented offspring to deliver a killer set in front of a packed
house... stealing some of the venue’s toilet paper in the process.
4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Eddie Money - 80s hitmaker Eddie Money tells Dan Rather about his new reality show on AXS TV,
his blue-collar roots, and the drug overdose that almost left him paralyzed.
5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bon Jovi, Lost Highway - The Concert
Get ready for a high energy, rousing performance of their new album, Lost Highway, in its
entirety, packed with songs featuring trademark sing-along choruses and Richie Sambora’s
signature big guitar sound that make the crowd go crazy. From a specially-built set resembling
an old roadhouse, Bon Jovi presents “(You Want To) Make a Memory,”“Till We Ain’t Strangers
Anymore” and “Lost Highway” so well, it’s impossible not to get up and move.

Sunday June 17, 2018
8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Oak Ridge Boys - Dan Rather sits down with 5x Grammy® Award-winning country music group,
the Oak Ridge Boys, who discuss lessons learned after fifty years on the road together and sing a
little of “Elvira”, one of the catchiest country songs ever recorded.
9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
The Big Interview
Darius Rucker - Rising country music star Darius Rucker talks about life before Nashville, when
he was all about rock & roll.
10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Darius Rucker Live
Darius Rucker, Grammy Award-winning singer and former Hootie and the Blowfish frontman,
takes the stage to a sold-out crowd at Red Rocks Amphitheatre in Colorado. With crossover hits
in both rock and country, Darius Rucker performs songs from his catalogue including “Wagon
Wheel,”“Comeback Song,” and “Let Her Cry.”
11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! Watch some of the best trailers, old and
new, during this special presentation.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Les Paul: Chasing Sound
Guitar wizard, inventor, architect of rock ‘n’ roll...the legendary Les Paul tells his own rags-toriches story in this feature-length documentary. Follow the life and times of this irrepressible
superstar. Features a wall-to-wall soundtrack of greatest hits and includes interviews with B.B.
King, Bonnie Raitt, Jeff Beck, Steve Miller, and many more.
1:45 PM ET / 10:45 AM PT
Eric Clapton: Live In San Diego
This classic Eric Clapton performance features special guests J.J. Cale, Derek Trucks, Doyle Bramhall II and Robert Cray. Now with fully remastered audio, the San Diego show was a highlight
of Clapton’s 2007 world tour and saw the late, great J.J. Cale perform alongside Clapton on five
songs.
3:20 PM ET / 12:20 PM PT
Cream - Live at Royal Albert Hall
In May of 2005, Cream returned to London’s Royal Albert Hall, to the same stage where they
had completed what was thought to be their final performance in 1968. It was one of the
most eagerly anticipated, hard-to-get tickets in rock history. This program documents Cream’s
momentous London shows. Performances from each of the four nights are featured and much
more.
5:20 PM ET / 2:20 PM PT
The Who: Tommy - Live At The Royal Albert Hall
In a rare treat for fans, The Who performs “Tommy” for the first time ever in its entirety for their
participation in the annual Teenage Cancer Trust benefit shows. These shows are produced every
year by Roger Daltrey at the iconic Royal Albert Hall to raise essential funds for the treatment of
young people with cancer.
6:50 PM ET / 3:50 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents Nothing But Trailers.
See the best trailers, old and new, in AXS TV’s collection.
7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Classic Albums
Elvis Presley: Elvis Presley - The program tells the story behind the making of Elvis Presley’s
first album for RCA Records, Elvis Presley, and his incredible transition from local performer to
international singing sensation, heart-throb and icon.
Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
Ray Charles - Ray Charles was a pioneer of soul music, integrating R&B, gospel, pop and country
to create hits like “Unchain My Heart,”“Hit the Road Jack” and “Georgia on My Mind.” A blind
genius, he is considered one of the greatest artists of all time.
Premiere
8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Buddy Holly - With his signature vocal hiccup and hits like “That’ll Be the Day,”“Rave On,”“Peggy
Sue” and “Not Fade Away,” Buddy Holly was a rock & roll pioneer. His playful, mock-ingenuous
singing, with slides between falsetto and regular voice, was a major influence on Paul McCartney, Bob Dylan, and numerous imitators. When he died in an airplane crash at 22, he had been
recording for less than two years.
Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Rock & Roll Road Trip With Sammy Hagar
Sammy 24/7 - Live a day in the life with Sammy Hagar as he travels from Oklahoma to Rockfest
in Kansas City. Once arriving at Rockfest, Sammy goes backstage with some of the biggest
names in rock including Zakk Wylde, and Sully Erna of Godsmack, followed by a performance
with The Circle.
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9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Real Money
Meet the Moneys - Chaos reigns in the Money home, where Laurie is scrambling to get everyone
in the car and off to the night’s gig while Eddie is quickly losing patience. Unable to locate
Julian, the family is forced to hit the road without their drummer. Will the show still go on?
Premiere
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Classic Rock Live
Jim Peterik has been behind some of the greatest hits of the Rock Era as a producer, writer,
singer and session player. This concert chronicles the six degrees of separation involving Jim
Peterik and bands such as The Ides Of March (Vehicle), Starship (“We Built This City”) Survivor
(“Eye Of The Tiger”) 38 Special (“Hold On Loosely”), and Ray Parker Jr. (“Ghostbusters”). Guests
include the lead singers who made these songs famous: Mickey Thomas, Jim Jameson, Dave
Bickler, Martha Davis, Don Barnes, Donny Van Zandt, and more.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Rock Legends
Cream - Fronted by Eric Clapton, Cream was the prototypical power trio, playing a mix of blues,
rock and psychedelia while focusing on chunky riffs and fiery guitar solos. In a mere three years,
the band sold 15 million records, played to SRO crowds throughout the U.S. and Europe, and
redefined the instrumentalist’s role in rock.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Rock Legends
Ray Charles - Ray Charles was a pioneer of soul music, integrating R&B, gospel, pop and country
to create hits like “Unchain My Heart,”“Hit the Road Jack” and “Georgia on My Mind.” A blind
genius, he is considered one of the greatest artists of all time.
11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Rock Legends
Buddy Holly - With his signature vocal hiccup and hits like “That’ll Be the Day,”“Rave On,”“Peggy
Sue” and “Not Fade Away,” Buddy Holly was a rock & roll pioneer. His playful, mock-ingenuous
singing, with slides between falsetto and regular voice, was a major influence on Paul McCartney, Bob Dylan, and numerous imitators. When he died in an airplane crash at 22, he had been
recording for less than two years.
12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Rock & Roll Road Trip With Sammy Hagar
Sammy 24/7 - Live a day in the life with Sammy Hagar as he travels from Oklahoma to Rockfest
in Kansas City. Once arriving at Rockfest, Sammy goes backstage with some of the biggest
names in rock including Zakk Wylde, and Sully Erna of Godsmack, followed by a performance
with The Circle.
12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Real Money
Meet the Moneys - Chaos reigns in the Money home, where Laurie is scrambling to get everyone
in the car and off to the night’s gig while Eddie is quickly losing patience. Unable to locate
Julian, the family is forced to hit the road without their drummer. Will the show still go on?
1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Classic Rock Live
Jim Peterik has been behind some of the greatest hits of the Rock Era as a producer, writer,
singer and session player. This concert chronicles the six degrees of separation involving Jim
Peterik and bands such as The Ides Of March (Vehicle), Starship (“We Built This City”) Survivor
(“Eye Of The Tiger”) 38 Special (“Hold On Loosely”), and Ray Parker Jr. (“Ghostbusters”). Guests
include the lead singers who made these songs famous: Mickey Thomas, Jim Jameson, Dave
Bickler, Martha Davis, Don Barnes, Donny Van Zandt, and more.
2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
The Who: Tommy - Live At The Royal Albert Hall
In a rare treat for fans, The Who performs “Tommy” for the first time ever in its entirety for their
participation in the annual Teenage Cancer Trust benefit shows. These shows are produced every
year by Roger Daltrey at the iconic Royal Albert Hall to raise essential funds for the treatment of
young people with cancer.
3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Cream - Live at Royal Albert Hall
In May of 2005, Cream returned to London’s Royal Albert Hall, to the same stage where they
had completed what was thought to be their final performance in 1968. It was one of the
most eagerly anticipated, hard-to-get tickets in rock history. This program documents Cream’s
momentous London shows. Performances from each of the four nights are featured and much
more.
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